Trustees Stud y

Don Bolles

Athlet ics

Honored Tonig ht

by Nancy J. Paterson

by Philip Glouchevitch
The 25th annual Lovejoy Convocation will be held
tonight in Given Auditorium at 8:00, with a reception immediately afterward in the lobb y outside the auditorium.
N«wsday editor Bob Greene will address the Convocation honoring the late Donald F. Bolles.
The award has been given annually since 1952 to a
member of the newspaper profession. The purpose of the
award is to honor and preserve the memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy , America's first martyr to freedom of the
press and a Colby graduate (1826).
The Selection Committee, which has as two pf its .
members Colby President Robert E.L. Strider and Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Albert C. Palmer, chooses
the recipient' on the basis of integrity, craftsmanship, character, intelligence, and courage.
The reci pient may be an editor, reporter, or publisher, so long as he. has contributed to the country's journalistic achievement.
Some past recipients have included: Arthur Hays
Sulzberger, chairman of the board, The New York Times;
John Hay Whitney, publisher and editor-in-chief , The New'

At its 1975 annual meeting, Colby 's Board of Trustees appointed an ad hoc committee to make a comprehensive study of Colby's athletic, physical education and intramural programs. The committee's report was submitted to
the Board at its May 28 , 197 7 meeting.
The Committee's R ecommendations
Appear on Page Four

Lovejoy Speaker Bob Greene
York Heral d Tribune; James Reston , nationally syndicated
columnist, The New York Times; and Davis Taylor, publisher, The Boston Globe.
Both the convocation and the receptioi) are open to
the public.
,

Strid er Advocates "Great Books "At Colby
by John Lancaster
President Strider told the ECHO last week that he
hopes to establis h, on a limited basis, a "Great Books" program at Colby modeled after the one at St. John 's University in Maryland.
St. John 's, in 1937, established a uni que educational
program whereb y students read the major texts of the
Western tradition , beginning with the ancient Greeks and
working their way up into the twentieth century. Students
at St. Joh n 's do not major in any particular field and they
all read from the same list of books. Teaching is limite d to

seminars and tutorials.
Strider, whose youngest daughter went to St. John 's,
thinks that a similar, if smaller, program could be initiate d
at Colby. The way he envisions it , enrollment in the program would be limited to around thirty, and students would
participate in the program only during thei r freshman and
sophomore years. After students had completed the two
year program, they would move into one of Colby 's regular
1

continued on page four

This is only the Beginning, Winter 's first snowfall came on Monday

P hoto b> """W J [ Patma "

Major points covered by the 88-page report include:
the general attitude of the college toward athletics and physical education ; the scope and in tegrity of all athletic aJid
physical education programs at Colby (varsity, junior varsity, intramural and life sports for both men and women);
and financial considerations and admissi ons policy in relation to athletics and physical education programs at Colby.
The com mittee's only guideline was that no recommendation, or result of a recommendation, in any way jeopardize
the academic reputation of the college. Because there is education and athletics at Colby, the committee had to assume
that the college should have an athletic division comparable
in quality to Colby 's academic divisions: Humanities, Social
Sciences and Natural Sciences.
In a letter to Board Chairman Albert C. Palmer, Committee Chairman C. David O'Brien summarized the pervading attitu de toward the ph ysical education programs as one
of "mediocrity." O'Brien expressed great concern as mediocri ty "has never been a part of Colby 's vocabulary, and yet
it is apparent to me that the college has accepted it as a description , at best , of its Division of Athletics and Physical
Education."
O'Brien also indicated that by underestirriating the im
portance of extra-curricular activities such as athletics, the
college could be losing prospective students.
Member colleges of the New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) -were polled by the committee to hel p .determine how Colby 's athletic programs compare with colleges of similar educational philosophies.
(NESCAC members include: Amherst, Bates, Bowdoin ,
Colby, Hamilton , Mj ddlebury, Trinity, Tufts, Union , Wesleyan , and Williams.) Colby offers a total of 36 sports (men 's
and women 's Varsity, Junior Varsity, intramural and life
sports) ranking ninth among the eleven NESCA C schools.
Williams ranks first with a total of 85 sports.
The committee was disturbed by the low level of participation on the part of women but also noted that participation was increasing,
The largest single section of the report addresses i tself
to the subject of admissions and financial aid. The committee suggested that the Board of Trustees and the administration develop a policy toward ath letics and other extra-cur
ricular talents "that will enable th c Admissions Office to
draw a more varied studen t body to Colby. While the report
app lauds the Admissions Office 's efforts to enroll highl y
qualifi ed students , it also expressed the opinion that the
'special Strengths * exhibite d by admissions app licants be
considered to a greater degree than they prescn tly are. The
committee also questioned whether or not Colby 's financial
commitment to 'special Strength' students was adequate.
A rninority opinion was also submitted by the two
faculty members of the committee , Prof. 'John Swoney of
the English Department and Pro f, I7 . Wayne Smith of the
Chemistry Department. Swcncy nnd Smith' s basic disagreement concerned prioriti es. "They did not disagree with the
specific recommendations of the report; however, they did
disagree with the report 's emphasis on intercolleg iate s ports ,
specifically on winning teams.

Next Issue: Reaction to Report
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In Memo riam

EDITORIALS

J ulio Sanchez 1955 - 1977

Down Mayflower Hill
While Colby student s are preparing to make their mass exodus out of Waterville for Thanksg iving next week,
those who live in the city year -round are preparing for one of the most important local elections in quite a while.
It is a pity th at Colby students usuall y do not feel allegiance to the Elm City. They arriv e in the fall , leave in
the spring , and only wander downt own to replenish their food supp ly or to spend an occasional evening at a local water ing hole.
Colby students , when asked how they like livi ng in Maine , invariably say that they enjoy it a great deal, citihg
the natura l beauty of the countrysid e , the joys of Sugarloa f, or the power of waves breaking on a rocky beach . When
asked about the city in which they go to school, the standard answer is, "What city?"
Waterville is not Boston or New York. But it is Maine 's fourth largest city and die banking and commercial
center for a large region. It is a thriving city, representative in many ways of a typical small American city.
If a poll were to be done of Colby students , we would venture to say that no more than ten or twenty per
cent could correctly name Wat erville's mayor. Those who could name their City Councilman or those who ever have
been to a City Council meeting could probabl y be counted on one hand.
This is not an unusual phenomenon. Transient college students seldom have any interest in the affairs of
thei r city. It is.hard enough to interest college students in the affairs of their home towns or even the national govern ment , let alone the affairs of a city in which th ey have no roots.
This need not be the case. If students realized what a great impact Waterville had on their lives, then they
might give local issues more thou ght. Waterville is more than Cotde's and Zayre 's, the Pub , Bill's Lunch , and Norm 's.
It .is traditional at Colby that studen ts not look past the affairs of Mayflower Hill. This is a tradi tion that
needs to be broken.
Last November, over two hundred Colby students registered and voted in Waterville in the Pr esidential
Electi ons. Those registrations are still valid.
Why not tak e a few minutes before December 5 and examine the local issues and candidate s? Colby students have a stake in this election too. It may not be the, same type of stake that a local homeowner or businessman
has , but it is a stake nevert heless.
The Colby Experience need not only be on Mayflower Hill. Those who have only skied at Sugarloaf or been
to Bean's have certainly not seen Maine. LCok around us. We might be surprised at what we see.

The "Se lf ish Generatio n
The college student of the 70's epitomiz es the term "ego-orientation. " Above all , he is con cerned
with his own well-being and the attainment of his own goals. This self-absorption is the major cause of the
large-scale lack of political and social awar eness which now plagues our society. It was this same awareness
which was highly char acteristic of the student of the 60's.
The 60's stu den t made sincere efforts to better the system . Their involvemen t ranged from sit-ins
to outright milit ance. One would only have to thumb throu gh the magazines of the time to view the wide spectrum
of student commitment. The Berkeley Free Speech Act, Kent State , The Columbia Protest , and the March on Washingt on were all examples where politicall y awar e students became directly involved.
The 70's student has no time to deal with the "ills of socie ty ", for lie is in constant pursuit of self-esteem.
Today , students are lar gely cautious , and suspicious of promises. They are not <juick to commit themselves. Any
passions or ideals which students hold, are veiled in less visible and less audible demonstrations. This was evidenced in
the " poli t e pro test" at Seabrook , N.H.
Perhaps this lack of reaction on the part of the 70's student is due to th e lack of "causes ". Indeed ,
studen ts have no Vietnam War and no sense of immediate danger , but does this free them from the moral obligations they have to society? Does just the fact that students know that they will never go to Vietnam , force t hem
from political awareness? We think not.
The lost idealism and disillusionment of the 60' s s t ands up well , when placed next to the ego-orien tation of the 70's. Sit-ins, marches on capitals, the thrashing of universities , may not have been the best means to
ach ieve change , bu t they did exhibit the need for this change ,
Students are now in danger of deing tagged as "selfish " , in much the same way as t he 60's studen t was
tagged as radic al. Students have become so tot ally absorbed with themselves that they have now endangered their
ability to deal with social and political problems. This lack of collective identity has occured because they are work ing towards individual achievemen t, rather than communal achievement. By continuing to look out for only them selves , tlie 70's student runs the risk of remaining stagnan t.

J ulio Sanchez '77 passed away last Sunday while
swimming in his native Costa Rica. While at Colby, J ulio
was an outstanding student and was due to enter Medical
school in February.
For those who knew him, along with his relatives,
his death is an irreparable tr agedy.
Durin g his four years at Colby, J ulio won the admiration and respect of everyone who knew him.
There ' will be a special, mass in his memory this
weekend.
A J ulito: Pax mortem
Companero y bermano, ie has ido
dejandonos soledad y oquedad
perpetua en nuestras almas. Eras
el paragon de los que buscan la
verdai de las cosas. Te bos ido!
Algun dia ie vere alia, J ulito ,
y de nuevo pod emos charlar , jugar
y reh juntos. Hasta tanto tu amigo
y tu familia te becbaran mucbo de
menos!

r

Due to the Thanks giving recess , the ECHO will not
publish Nov. 24 or Dec. 1 issues. The ECHO will instead ^
publish a special year-end issue on Tuesday, Dec. 6. The
ECHO wishes all a happy Thanksgivin g.
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Sfu-A Referendum
.¦ .. • . .-. . ¦

Tojthe 'Editor:

i On N ovember 30th , a referendum election will be
held. The proposal of the refere ndum is the first major
constituttoh al change in the structur e of the Student AssoRation , the creation of the Stud ent Association Represen#tive Assembly.' The Representative Assembly will be comprised of
students from every dorm and fraternit y; one for every
buildin g will be elected and for every multiple of fifty,
anoth er position -will be created. The commuter (offcampus) population will be repr esented on the same equal
basis overall , their representative positions being based upon
the tota l number of commuter students.
.: The creation of the proposal of the Representative
Assembly has a certain amount of history. A sub-committee of the Committee Task Force was formed last semester
to stud y possible changes in the Stud ent Association Constitution. The areas of primary interest were :
1) xesponsLbiity of the Studen t Association to the
students ;
2) the importance of a reciprocal information system
' 3) the need, for more student input into decisions of
of the Student Association Executiv e Board ; and
(0 4) compulsory consideratio n of this input by the
Executive Board.
The original proposal was refined by the Committee Task
Force and is being presented to you, after six months of
research , c6h_ide. ation . and evaluation , by the Student
Association Executiv e Board as an evolutionar y step.
In the past few years , the Stude nt Association has
drifted away from its student base, it has become overly
administrativ e and inade quately representative. The proposed referend um would incor porate the best of two
worlds. Student members of th e Representativ e Assembly
would have the power , by a m_riorit y vote of a quorum , to
forc e motions upon t he floor of the Execut iv e Boar d, to
demand , without any bureaucratic obstacles , that they not
i>nly be .heard , butJtha Mction on what they propose be.
takeft.
I The Representative Assembly would meet at least
once iponthly and would serve as a source of student
opinion for the Student Association. Chaired by the Pub^« Informa tion Chairperson , it would be his function to
p resent the ir opinions and moti ons t o t he Ex ecutiv e Board ,
and likewise inform them of Executive Board decisions.
Most impo rtant is th at it would keep both t he Studen t
Association and the entire student population informed.
If passed , it would be the first step in enabling us to work
together instead of alone . It 's a beginning, a good beginning;
' We need your help . We need your support. , When
this referendum comes to a vote in less than two weeks, it
will require 1 /4 of the student body to take part in the
election , and out of that 1 (4 , it will require a 2/3 affirm ative vote.
The Studen t Association has tak en the initiative to
propose this prog ressive reform. It 's your turn now . As
students , if ypii care ab out the college and your own importance with tektion to the college, then vote.
The decis ion , from now on , is yours.
Sincer ely, ,
Sidney K. Moh el '
Committee Chair person
Jerr y Crouter
Public Inform ation
Chair person

Referendum Support
To the Editor :

/

Student government nt Colby is in tr ouble. This is
not to sny the Ron Grnliam and company are doing a lousy
J ob-quite to the contnuy. Their efforts so far this year are
sincere and hove produced good results. The real probl em
seems to be with us, the student body , and our ability to
let Stii-A know exactly what we, as a group , want. Without
Itfs input , Stu-A doesn't stand a chance of succeeding.

I don't assume that just because students aren 't
breakin
g the doors down at Stu-A meetings or marching
\
. around with portable megaphones (ah yes, pass/fail),
everything 's peachy. It isn't , arid we all know it. Many
I of us have legitimate complaints and suggestions that Stu-A
; will never hear. Unfortunately, what seems to result is
„ wasted ener gy by Stu-A , frustration by students , and a
, deceptive air of student apathy ; Tfiis caii't continue.
Sid Mohel' s referendum-which wiiTbe voted on in
just two weeks-is an experiment that may just solve this
: whole mess. Mohel's referendum would set up a repie.. sentative body-a student assembly-representing all dorms
¦ and frat ernities. Its function will be to serve as a commu• ideations channel between residence halls and Stu-A. The
} significance of the assembly is that for the first time in
years , mass student input will be organized and will find
its way into our student government. This has got to be
; an improvement over the current "hit-or-miss " strate gy.
When this referendum passes, Stu-A will be more in tune
;. with students , and we will have a better understandin g of
: StU-A.
We need an elected stud ent assembly now more than
: ever before. Vote "Yes" on the Student Assembly referendum.
Sincerel y,
Mark Gorman, '78
Afar * G orman , ' 78, is tbe chairp erson ofStu-A 's Constitution al Amendme nts Subcommitt ee.

Phone Vandals
To the Editor :
During the past weekend, a . phone was stolen from
third floor Mar y Low . The previous weekend , both the
:\third and second floor phones w ere stolen ; therefore , this
is the third phone theft within ten days. Now we have
been informed by the Business Office that this will be the
final third floor replacement. If the phone is stolen once
again , there will be no phone on that floor. A similar situation exists on the second floor.
Living without a phone is a large inconvenience for
that particular floor , as w«ll as everyone else who is running
up and down the stairs with phone messages. It also creates a dangerous situation in the case of an emergency,
where a phone may not be accessible.
Ifouiyone knows any information about the phones ,
please contact a dorm staff member in Mary Low.
Sincerely ,
The dorm staff of Mary Low

Unexcused Absences

Tardy Budget Notifications
To the Editor :

It is now nine weeks since classes began on September 12. It was two weeks aft er that date that the executives of each campus organization were requested by Stu-A
- treasure Mike Slavin to submit a budget proposal to him so
that lie might allocate funds from the Stu-A bud get to the
various groups for this year. I have yet to receive notification as to WMHB 's budget for 1977-78, or as to whether we
will re ceive any funds at all. With expenses totaling amon g
the highest of all stud ent groups , and since the nature of -'
our radio license effectively removes any soiirces of revenue
that we might raise throu gh operations , WMHB is entirel y
dependent on its Stu-A allocation each year. This is why
our budget has been so high in the past. However , I am
now operating the station completely in the dark as to its
financial position , as I have no idea how much money
WMHB has available for its use this year.
"With the end of the first semester ra pidly app roach ing, I must wonder what is happening on the Financial
Committee - which is headed by Stu-A Treasurer Mike
Slavin. Surely seven weeks has been more than an adequate amount of time in which to weigh the respective
needs of the grou ps which requested fundin g by Stu-A
this year. Why, then , have I not been notified? From the
campus grapevine , which is almost as busy and accurate as
our A-P wire , I have heard that WMHB is not the only organization which has not yet been notifie d of its budget
status. SOBU, as reported in a previous week' s ECHO ,
made a complaint at last week' s Stu-A meeting to this
effect . Bob Lefeber of Powder and Wig also told me in a
phone conversation that they have been given no official
notice of wlat their budge t is, although they were told
that they would be funded. However, since that time,
they don't know what is happening to their bills once they
have been turned in to Stu-A. This is the same situation
which exists at WMHB. Charle s Beckett of the French
Club told me that they just received their $75 ten days ago.
He also said that he was very upset by the delay in getting
notification , since the French Club is now able to schedule
its activities with only three weekis left in the semester. As
to the amount of funding they would receive, they were
tojd that in addition to the $75 , Stu-A would probably pay
for any guest .lecturers they ask to speak at Colby. And
Steve Culver , the president of the-Rugby Club, said that
their funds weren 't allocated until after their season was
already over.
Obviously , a problem exists in the Financial Committee of Stu-A. I don't know if Mike Slavin is to blame , because I , as well as several of the people tha t I mentioned
above, can 't seem to get in touch with him. How abou t it,
Mik e? Does Mayflower Hill Broadcas ting , along with everyon e else, have t o file Section Eleven? It 's about time we
w ere t old what w e've been allocated and why that amount
was given.

To the Editor:

Sincerely,
John Colwell
G eneral Manager , WMHB

It has recen tly be en brou ght to my atten t ion that a

member of the Biology departmen t strictly enforces a rule
in the student handbook that states that a student is allow ed no mor e "than two unexcused absen ces from a class."
I find the rule preposterous; I find the professor presumptuous.
Since we like to think of Colby as a prestiguous institution that admits only intelligent arid talented students
I would hope that we could also characterize these students
as bein g relativel y mature . And , hopefully with maturity
will come discretion and the abilit y to discern whether or
not attendin g a particular class will be the m ost beneficial
use of a studen t's time.
Ideall y , one would hope that a liberal arts education
would encoura ge Colby students to liberally delve into activities beyond the classroo m. Often times these activities
can conflict witli a class. It is at this point that the student should be allowed to decide whether or not class attendance is necessary. It is for the aforementioned reasons that I find the rule preposterous.
I feel that the professor is being pres umptuous for .
one reaso n. How can a professor presume that his lectures
are so-fascina tin g and Intellec tuall y stimulatin g tha t attendance should be mandatory? Really now-haven 't you all
been to classes «t some time that were totall y worthless
and you wished you had spent your time more wisely?
In conclusi on , If Professor Harold Pest ona is lookin g
for a "captive audience " hopefully he can achieve pis
goals in some other way .

Sincerely ,

John Devine 4 78

.„,

Colby School Spirit
To the Editor:
4

With all that has been said recently about the lack

of school s pirit here , I feel it time to say a word in pr aise

of Colby. The campus does seem quieter this year , but the
Colby spirit definitely is not dead. This weekend' s football gome was a prime example of the respec t and pride
that most students feel for their school.
The home crowd was fired with enthusiasm-echoes
of "Hall Colby , Hail" were heard ,, throu ghout the campus
and spirits flew. Despite the academic pres sures at Colby ,
students are still capable of taking an afternoon off and
baskin gin the fun and excitement of " college life" ; a student body who could be so vociferous and intense in its
support cannot be all bad.
There are some thin gs , of course , that could be done
to better the college: there is always room for impcpvement , I.. feel , however , that with as gifted and devoted a
student body as the re is here , Colby has much more going
for it than some might admit. The football game was not
an isolated instance-Colby has on indom itable spirit which
nothin g will diminish .
Bienda Bowen
i

More LETTERS on page four

LETTERS
On Nothing
To the Editor :

,

How did "zero" come to be? The Mayans had
it , but the Romans did not. The Romans did have their
coliseum, however, a "working zero factor ," both ia
what came out of the arena and in the minds o»f those
who carne out of the grandstand, satisfied with the
day's events.
"Zero" is regarded as an algebraic place holder today, but it is an object and-idea holder. When you
multiply a thing by 0 you are actually un-multiplying .
it by one - it disappears. However, in zero things are
not annihilated. Only the empty set function annihilates tilings, like very far out quasars - "you cannot
bring them back." QED.
. To multiply a thing by negative zero_ (-0) is
to un-multiply it by (-1). This puts a thing int o the
past, into a closet where skeletons are stored. Tou
don't put things into the future unless you wis!, to
run into them again. This is what happens when we
accidentally .un-multiply a mistake by (+1) or multiply by <+-0) rather than (-0). The mistake goes into
the future , lying in ambush, waiting to make us look
bad . This is known in the vernacular as the "Watergate Factor." La this event we say, "my past has done
caught "up with me" which is innaccurate. Actually, a
complex anachronism has taken place, in which a past
mistake has been sent into the future where it becomes

an effect of itself. Then we catch up to it, our past, as
it passively awaits our return. In India they call
this phenomenon karm a.
More usefully , we can use the complex anachronism to prime the future with things we want to happenhence, things we do now benefit us later. This is
especially-useful when chasing women or fishing for
compliments with no one tlie wiser.
The complex anachronism is also useful when
searching for lost things. When we lose a thing we
send one scout into the future and another into ^hej
past, the former to set up a reunion between the one
in the past (whose mission is to track down the lost
thing) and ourself. "Ourself' means just that—
the scouts' and my own self. At the reunion the past
scout represents the lost thing to U_ and once again
we are all present and accounted for. This gives us
the nature of a collection agency, especially when
recalling ideas.
If the past scout cannot find the lost thing then
either it cannot open the right closet or the thing has
been annihilated. In this even we must recall the scouts ,
fast or become "scatter-brained" and likely to lose
something else very soon.
Some things should be lost, like WW III before
it even happens. But that would change history
before history is even presented , which is not kosher.
It 9auses a reverse anachronism, the effects of which
is always indeterminate. A reverse anachronism takes
a future event and puts it into its own potential pastlike the imkosher cloud seeding program. As a consequence there become more than one present , and we
become indeterminate beings. "Unreal." Who needs that?
Peter Torres '78

Athletic Committee Recommendat ions
1. The Board of Trustees should require the formulation of a statement of philosophy on athletics and physical
education. When such a statement is adopted by the Board
it should be included in college publications.
2. The administration should ascertain whTy Colby offers fewer opportunities for intercollegiate, intramural and
lifetime sports for both men and women than most NESCAC
colleges.
3. The Budget and Finance Committee of the Board
of Trustees, in its review of the administration recommenda]
tions regarding student charges and the allocation of college
resources, should give full attention and recognition to the
needs of the Division of Physical Education and Athletics as
well as those of the three academic divisions.
4. An analysis of the personnel and structure of the
Division of Physical Education and Athletics should be conducted to determine the necessary staffing requirements for
intercollegiate athletics, intramural activity, and physical education programs for both men and women. Specific recommendations an:

a) The Chairman of the Division should
not coach a major sport.
b) There should be job descriptions for
the Chairman and his staff.
c) Action must be taken to correct the
physical deterioration of the athletic
complex: and playing fields.
5. A committee of students, under the direction of
the Chairman of the Division, should be created to assist
the Division in the establishmen t and maintenance of sound
intramural and lifetime sports programs.
/ 6, There should be equality of opportunity for women
in all areas of athletic endeavor.
7- The Board of Trustees should establish a Standing .
Committee on Physical Education and Athletics. This committee should in elude faculty and studen t representatives,
and the chairman of the Athletic Committee of the Alumni
Council.

Student Representatives to tbe Board of Trustees Dan Hoefie and Chris Noonan will p oll student
opinion on athletic and physical education matters later this week,

• "G reat Books
Continued f r o mpage one
major fields, with the possible exception of chemistry and
one or two other sciences that have a lot of prerequisites.
Strider did note, however, that St. John 's sends a small nurriber of students to medical school each year.
Contingent upon the shortened length of the program
' is a more selective reading list. However, the emphasis of
the list would be the same as that of St. John 's.
Currently, the major stumbling blocks to the program
are a lack of interest and funds. Strider noted that he hasn't
seen much evidence of faculty enthusiasm for the project. ' (~)
Also, he pointed out, a foundation grant would be necessary '" "
to meet the extra cost of the additional two or three faculty
members the program Would require, and to help sustain the
program during its first few yea!rs of operation. So far Strider .
hasn't found either the money or the enthusiasm he heeds.
The "Great Books" program at Colby is presently, as he put
it, "just a question of talk.1'

Stride r On
Academic Policy
by Mark Kruger
¦*
»

In an interview with the ECHO last week, President
Robert E.L. Strider expressed his views on a variety of
subjects, from the ECHO to academic policy.
Strider expressed a_desire for greater communication
between students, faculty and himself.
Most feel the workload at Colby is a subject of increasing concern to the student body . Many students have
been chagrined by the dropou t rate among sophomores.
Strider talked about this as an old phenomenon . He explains it as being the result of the novelty and euphoria of
college wearing off, and serious questioning beginn ing.
Many sophomores come to the conclusion that they don 't
belong here.
Strider dismissed insinuations that the workload has
been raised in an effort to procure Colby an "ivy league
status." He says that any policy ch ange concerned with
workload is a departmental decision. He admits that there
is more work now than there was twenty years ago , but
the demands of the curriculum are more stringent. He says
that Colby is not , in any way, slipping; its reputation is
strong and there is no need to compare with ivy league
colleges.
Stnder disagrees with the feeling th at this year, due
to problems over pass-fail and the new drinking laws, has
been , and will continue to be, depressing. He accepts Dean
of Students Earl H. Smith's drinking rules. He pointed out
that since the SO' s there has been a rule prohibiting drinking
out-of-doors. Strider doesn't, believe that the removal of
pass-fail will have great impact on ' the student body. He
believes only a small segment of the student body was in- .
terested in the maintenance of status quo with regard to
pass-fail. He also maintains that most stu den ts are happy
with the latest policy .
Strider commented that the ECHO has improved a
great deal over the past few years and noted that it now
~~
effectively keeps news distinct from opinion.
The ECHO'S greatest'fl aw, according to Strider, is
its writing, which he says is only mediocre. He says that
the writing problems are reflective of the times, as for t he
most parti students now 1ack writing fundamentals.
Generally speaking, this year pleases Strider. He has
received positive feedback from parents. Students and faculty he has spoken to have been more or less satisfied witli
the first half of the year.

.
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Observations On College Presidenc y
are the alumni , with whom a President must keep in
touch as well as he can , visitin g as many as twenty or so
alumni organizations in the course of a year , frorn Aroostook Count y in Maine to Honolulu , from Minneapolis to
St. Petersburg.

by P resid ent Robert E. L. Stri der
There always appears to be myster y surroundin g the
office of the Pre sident of a college, and from time to time
it is useful , I think , to clear some of it up. There is nothJpg really mysterious about it at all, but it is quite true
that there is no precise parallel in the worlds of busin ess or
industry or government or the other pr ofessions.
It is expected , very properl y, that one of the functions of the President is to exert to whatever degree his
cap acities allow some sort of educational leadershi p. For
that reason it is generall y best when a Pre sident has had
experience in the classroom and has been involved in some
sort of creative or scholarl y activi ty. there are exceptions ,
of course. I know some excellent college presi dents who
have been lawyers or foundation executives. But it is a
generally valid rule of thumb.

The President is the public spokesman for the
Institution , and one must give as much ti me and
effort to this role as possible.

It Is generally best when a President has had
experience in the class room and has been involved
in some sort of scholarly or creative activity.
How does the President exercise educational leader*C
ship? Well, he (Or she, as it will be. understood throug hr
out this discussion) presides over the faculty, works with
as many com mittees as he can fit in , attends and partici pates in professional meetings at the state , regional , and
national levels, and works closely with the Board of Trustees as policy is determined. And he tries to maintain
some sort of intellectual life of his own, occasionall y, if he
is lucky , even appear ing in a classro om. If he can keep up
with his own scholarshi p, a difficult feat in view of the
demands on presidential time, more power dien to him.
The relationshi p between the President and the
Board must be a close one. The function of the Board is
not well unde rstood by studen ts , and sometimes not well
understood by others in the academic community. But it
can be stated succinctl y, as a leading university President
of a somewhat earlier generation put it : "It is not for the
Board to run the college, but to see th at it is well run. "
A-The Board determines the policies within which it is up to
the administration to make prop er decisions. The Board
does not involve itself in adm inistrative m atters. Theirs is

President Robert E .L. Strid er
a hi gher responsiblity. They are , as a wise administrator
of my acquaintance once ob served , "the custodians of th e
philosop hy of the institution ." The President , in carry ing
out th eir policies, shares that custodianship with them.
Simply being the head of a rather complex administrative organization takes up quite a bit of the President 's
time. Fou r princi pal officials report direcd y to the President : the Vice President for Academic Affairs (at Colby
he is also the Dean of the Faculty ); the Administrative
Vice President ; the Vice President for Development ; and
the Dean of Students. These officers make many decisions
themselves , but ultimate approval and sometimes ultimate
decisions must come from the President. In some instances his decisions take the form of recommendations to
the Board , such as the budget in its final form , or promo tions or tenure appointments for the faculty, or the launch ing of new fund-raising campai gns , or housing arrangements
on the campus ( a good recent example being the institution of coeducational dormitories).
Alr eady a good many hours in the Presid ent 's week
are accounted for. But there is fund-raising, a major responsibility th at takes up a good bit of travel rime. There

There are innumberable public appearances , making
commencement addresses and giving speeches on various
occasions, and there are any number of committees and
commissions and task force responsi bilities that a President
becomes involved with , from the local level to the national.
The President is the public spokesman for the institution ,
and one must give as much time and effort to this role as
possible .
And finall y there is the most imp ortant constituency
of all , the students - It is for the students that the college
exists. One of the privations under which a President
labors is lack of time to do a fraction of what he would
like to do, and often his relationshi p with the students
is one thing that suffers. It is true at Colby as it is true
most everywhere. But in the course of a year E do manage
to get acquainted with a considerable number of students ,
some in interviews and conferences in my office, some
throug h committee partici pation , some just casual ly around
the campus , We were so pleased that abou t forty students
dropped in last Sunday evening at our informal open
house. Unless a Presiden t is in some fashion in touch with
the students he is not in touch with the reality of the
college.
The Presidenc y, then , is an accumulation of jobs , all
of them full-time. That may be why, as I tell myself occasionally, it is not possible to do any of them very well.
But it is still one of the most fascinating and rewarding
professional activities the world can offer.
Robert E.L. Strider has served as President of Colby
College since 1959, waking him one of the longest-tenured
major College Presidents in the nati on. He served as Dean
of Faculty and Professor of Eng lish before being elected
the college 's 1 7th President. Pr evious to join ing tbe Colby
faculty in 195 7, be v>as a Professor of English at Connecticut College.

Facul ty Interests — Out Of The Classroom
Colby faculty members have been busy latel y both in
their own areas of study and iri maJty other areas. Faculty
members 'special inter ests range from civil liberities to the
Special Olympics

The Rosewood Book , an anth ology of 18th , 19th , and 20th
century compositions tr anscribed for flute and guitar by J ean Rosenblurn and Peter Gree nwood, has bee n published by Carl Fisch er , Inc., New York.
George L. Coleman II was installed as preside nt of the Mew
Tlie Maine Civi l Liberties Union has named Associate Dean
England
Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Ofof Students J anice Scitzingcr tq a steerin g committee for a Woficers
at
the
annu al meeting, Nov. 3.
men 's Rights Pro ject whi ch will offer in April a (Jay-l ong public
Robert
Kany has been appointed a direc tor df the Maine
.
conferenc e on "Maine Women in Law and History ."
Special
Olympics.
The Special Olympics program will be at
At the Association, for the Stu dy of Afro-Ameri can Life
Colby J une 10-12 , 1978.
and History Conference in October , Charles Haly was chairman
of a session called "Schools for Freedman ." An interview with
Yeagcr Huds on 's article, "E xistentialism: A SalvaCharles Haley for the program , "Afro-Americ an Forum " will be tion Doctrine for Modern Man? " was in th e winter, 1977 •
br oadcast in J anu ar y over WBLK , Buffalo , New York.
issue of R eligious Humanism. He has been elected president of the Good Will Home Association.
Paul Irgang, librarian at the Bixler Music and Art Center ,
writes abou t "Jogg ing Throug h Maine " in the J anuary issue of
Fran cis II. Parker , Charles A. Dana Profess or of Philosophy
and Religion ,,was on the campus of Howa rd UniMaine magazine. He has written a book devoted to jogging soon
crsjty in Washin gton , D.C. as visiting philosophe r, Novemto be published.
..
J . Fraser Cocks III , Special Collections Librarian , conduc t- ber 8-9. In additio n to classroom discussions , he delivered
a public lect ure on "Th e Return to Reason in American
ed a seminar , "Securi ty for the Small Archives " at the national
Culture. "
meeting of the Society of Ameri can Archivists Convention in
The Octobe r 3rd issue cf New York magazine included
Sal t Lake Ci t y, Oc tober 5. Later in the month at the American
on
article
, "Life at the Mor gue " b y Frederick Geib. :
Studies Association Convention in Bosto n .he presen ted a paper:
This should show students that faculty members have
"Fr om Boardin g School to Demonstration Farm t Protestant Misinterests
in more than books.
"
,
1825-1835.
sionaries and the Osage India ns

windovtvane

G.C.P ,
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And Now . . . The Final Curtain

CJwisimas Concert
by K. Durakle ^ "

by, Liz Shackford
The weekend of December 1, 2, and 3 will see the
close of this semester's "Powder and Wig " theatre season.
In two pro ductions , made up of individual one act plays,
Colby will view theatre ranging from light comedy and
Zrisu folk legend to intense drama. Scheduled to allow
viewing of both productions in one night, the weekend
should be a remarkable combination of talent and creativity.
In the first show "A Night in New York " two plays,
linked by a co-ordinating dialogue, will combine to explore
the two faces of that city. The first , "A Visitor from Forest Hills," is one act from "Plaza Suite," a series of three
vignettes combined under one tide and written by Neil
Simon. Directed by Cheryl Manson , the play will portray
the light side of city life in a situation comedy full of
cliches and elements of slapstick.
"Birdbath" written by Leonard Melfi will explore
the darker side of human nature in the city. Directed by
Rich Uchida, the play revolves around two characters
and offers a searching insight into man's behavior. A
psychological drama, the play explores the lives, hopes,
and aspirations of the characters caught in a tragic
situation.
The two opposing views will be woven together
throughj ntroductions and a dialogue delivered by Louis
Cutolo forming the middle segment of the program.

Andrea Dumont and Aaron
Lebinger in "Birdbath "

«

G.C.P.
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On Friday, Nov. 18 in Given Auditorium, at 7:30 DimRuth Anderson, Geoff Ives, Charles Jarden, Hillary Jones,
Lee-Anne Meservey, Mike Pelleticr, Betsy Sand in, Sheila
Wentworth , and Elizabeth Ycnagiberg will perform music of
the 18th and 19th century. Admission will be free.

Stu-A films w#ll present two films. On Friday, Nov. 18
at 7:00 and' 9:30 Rachel Welch t Geralcj ine Chaplin and Mlbhael Yprk will star in The Three Musketf ers,
: On Wednesday, Nov. 30 at 8:00 , The Seven Year Itch
starring Marilyn Monroe and Tom Ewell will be shown. Admission will be $1,00 and both films will be shown in L. 100,

The concept behind this production is an exciting one,
and if done effectively should illustrate the paradox that
is the legend of New York.
Directly following, in Rose Chapel, Dick Sewall
and JonlSmith wjll combine directing talents to present
a program of Year's plays. In three separate one act
plays the directors will explore the different facets of the
author 's dramai Dick Sewall will direct "The Only Jealousy
of Emir"and "Dreaming of Bones" and Jon Smith, '%t
the Haw kes Well."
W.B. Yeats, a genius of poetic dra_m*and enchanting
verse, wrote in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. An Irish nationalist, he deals with broad themes,
chosen plays; "At The Hawkes Welt" and "The Only Jealousy of Emir," both of which take their plots from
mythology. While not intended as sequels, both explore different episodes forming the legend of Cuhulain
an ancient folk king. The legend stems from the "heroic
age" in Irish history, a time of famtasy and mysticism prior
to the coming of Christianity. The first play deals with
Cuhulain .'s youth and the last with one of several accounts
of his death.
Jon Smith will portray the king in both plays and
other minor characters will overlap to create a strand
linking the two productions. The emphasis will not be on
a complete unification however, while related the plays
were conceived as single units. The individual identities
will be preserved through the differences in interpretation
the two directors will bring to each performance .
Yeats was fascinated by the Noh Theatre , a dramatic
form developed in ancient Japan, and characterized by extreme stylization and disciplined acting. In his plays the
influence is obvious, but the directors will determine to
what extent it is emphasized.
Drawing on his dance background , Jon Smith will
emphasize the physical movemenr of the actors, and will
choreograph a dance segment featuring Ellie Klopp w ithin
the play.
Tne third play, "Dreaming of the Bones" is set in
modern day. It includes fantastical elements of the myth
but incorporates them into a realistic situation.
This production promises to be an interesting one.
The concept is ambitious, taking on the difficult
task of merging two styles of direction into a coherent
interpretation of one author's works. The play s include
elements unique to Yeats. Written entirely in verse, they
include dan cers and musicians active within the context
of the p lay. The music will be composed specificall y
for this production and will be performed by Mike
Buonaiuto and Paul Fackler.
The weekend should be exciting as it is varied.
Both shows will be performed on all three ni gh ts. "A
Night in New York" will begin at 8:00 pm in Strider
Theatre and the Yeats plays at 9:30 in Rose Chapel,
to allow the audience time to move from one to the other
Tickets are available in advance and prices will vary.
Th ose planning to atten d the Yeat's program sh ould keep
in mind that seating is limi ted.

The annual Colby Christmas Concert ^will ^be presented on Sunday, December 4 at 8 PM in Lorirher- Chapel.
The program * in two sections, will begin with the Colby
Community Symp hony Orchestra. This group of students,
faculty, and Waterville residents will perform Brahms Symphony No. 2 in D major, directed by Peter Rei
j
The Orchestra will combine with the "Waterville Community Chorus and the Colb y Glee Club in a performance
of Bach's Magnificajt in D major , directed and coordinated
by Paul Machlin. This piece was originally written as a
Christmas Mass in 1726. Later, four movements which
were specifically related to Christmas were deleted in order
to make the mass more universal. The Glee Club, however,
will perform the original score.
Written for five voices: Soprano I and II, Alto,
Tenor and Bass, the piece is divided into 12 sections with
additional appendices, three of which will be sung. One
movement, "Vom Himmel Hoch," will include audience
participation; the Glee Club will teach the melody to the
audience.
Guest soloists will appear in the performance, inclu
ding:
Bonnie Maiden, soprano
Louise Hebert, soprano
Gloria Wagoner, contralto
Bruce Lancaster, tenor
)
Robert Mills, bass
The combined chorus will consist of approximately 70
—
voices.

JMKE

Bach is known for his dynamic and emotional tab
leaus. His work is highly contrapu ntal, utilizing intertwining
melodies and themes in what are usu ally dense and extremely intricate pieces. The performance of the Magnificat , one
of his most grandiose compositions, promises to be exciting
and memorable.
The Colby Glee Club is planning at least three performances for the second semester. They have been invited
to sing with the Pordand Symphony Orchestra in a presentation of Mahler 's Symphony No. 2 on April 11 in Portland. On April 15, a performance is planned to include , '.
works by Haydn and Rossini. This will also take place in ;
Portlan d, followed by a presentation of the same p rogram
at Colby on April 16.
There are. also plans for collaboration with tbe opera
workshop class which is helping to produce Brecht 's'
"Threepenny Opera." Supplemented by the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra and by voices from the Glee
Club, this will also be open to audition. The performances
will constitute a culmination of the fine arts at Colby this
year.

Heather McHugh , au th or of DANGERS, will read
from her poems on Wednesday, November 30 at 8 p.m. in
the Edward Arlington Robinson Memorial Room of the
library. Ms. McHugh has published poem s in national magazines such as THE NEW YOROR , HARPER 'S, and THE
AMERICAN POETRY REVIEW. She has taught at Amioch College, the Goddard Writing Program and currendy
teaches at SUNY Binghamton. She has been awarded fellowships by the MacDowcl! Colony and the National Endowment of the Aits. Admission will be free.

On Sunday , Nov .20,Film Direction will present New
Cinema Anlnmrinn ft \n \a fascinating collection of short
films by directors of the 'TO's. The film will be shown at
7:00 and 9:15 in Lovejoy 100. Admission will be charged.

An Israeli Folk Dance tyill be heW.on Saturday, Nov. 19
at 8s30 p.m. in Roberts Loft. All aWr'welcome, instruction
will be given and wine and cheese served. Admission is free.
Sponsored by,Hillel.

Film Direction will present Tno English Girts. Directed by Truffau t the film depicts two sisters in love with tlie
same man for seven years. "Filled with wonderful things"
soys The New York Times about tills film, it will be shown
in Lovejoy 100 on Friday, Dec. 2. Admission will be charged

Issuing in the Christmas season, on Monday, Dec. 5
at 7: JO p.m. the Annual Service of Carols'and Light s will
be held in Lorimer Chapel.
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Rum our Has It
by Chris Congdon

Elite Klopp, silhouetted in rehearsal

G.C.P.

. The Colby Dancers, in celebration of their 5th anniversary will present a dance ,concert on Nov. 18 and 19 at
8:00 in Strider Theatre. Tickets may be purchased in advance .
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J ames Tate —
A Delicate Bala nce
by Sam Octriln

Last Monday, poet James Tate gave a reading in the
Rooinson Room of the library. The view of life presented
in his work was both sane and responsible.
Many of his poems were funny enough to provoke
laughter from his audience, yet to appreciate them for
that alone would be a discredit. Behind almost all of Tate's
funny poems t|iereis serious insight. His short poenV'MAN
with Wooden Leg Escapes Prison " demonstrates the comic
twist he often gives his subjects.
Man with wooden leg escapes prison , He 's caug ht,
They take bis viooden leg away from bint, Each day
be must cross a targe bill and swim a wide river .
to get to tbe f ield where be .mmt work all day on
one leg, This goes on for a year , At the Christmas
Party they give Mm haek bis leg, Now be doesn 't
want it, His escape is all planned , It requires
only one kg.

...

Ican't seem to stop saying good things about
Graham Parker. This is his third album with the
Rumour (who released an album of their own this
summer) in roughly a year and a half. This is a heavy ,
creative* burden for anybody, especially a band that
tours as much as Grah am and the Rumour.
Since the release of his first, Howtin ' Wind, Parker has
been the center of considerable critical attention,
while fulfilling everyone's expectation musically, if not
commercially Stick to Me shows no signs of a let-up.
Two albumis, and who knows how many interviews,
ies later, he's still pourin' it*all out,
dates, and cit
making urgent, vital music; drawing on himself as
the inexhaustible source of creative energy.
the trouble with a great debut album like
Howlin' Wind is following it up successfully, which
generally means making a better album, because
critics expect growth, and an album which is just as
good just doesn't make it. With Heat Treatment ,
Parker did this and then some. Unfortunately the same
problem of a successful follow-up now applies to the
next album. With Parker it's the tide cut that decides the
issue and sets the level of intensity for the rest of the
record. Stick to Me becomes a conscious effort to
free tbe other material from having to accomplish the
task of equalling Heat Treatment: an attempt to break
lii_ own world record.
'Every last drop will go into this now,
don't wanna miss now
I don't know when to stop
I just pump and pump
till that's all there is'
Morrison-like horn charts, and an arrangement that
puts one instrument at odds with another, combined
with Parker's singularly intense vocalizing make the song
a less symbolic but equally successful Jumpin' Jack
Flash of the 70's. Anyway, the song clears the bar by
about 10 feet and Parker and company are off and
running through yet another fine recordMusically there are no new tricks; Parker remains
addicted to the bar band R&B the Rumour plays so well
It's fast and furious as always, still the perfect vehicle
for Parker's gutteral rasping tenor. Drummer Steve
Goulding has come a long way in his many years of
London clubbing and the early work with the Rumou r.
A drummer of such experience and controlled power is
a valuable asset, and as such occupies a central position
on Stick to Me. Sometimes synchronized 'with the lyrics
for emphasis, more often punching the song through
from behind in the R&B tradition, Goulding helps define

each song, in a way not many drummers can do. He
utilizes a variety of styles with taste and precision,
especially on the Reggae-influenced numbers adding
credibility and flavor.
Parker continues his biting condescension towards
women in I 'm Gonna Tear Your Pl ay house Down and
Problem Child. I don't kn ow who's making this man
angry, but wh oever they are I pity them. Soul On Ice
and New York Shuffle deal with life as a wresding
match, and Thunder and Rain along with Watch the
Moon Come Down show Parker in a more reflective
mood providing a balance for , not breather from , the
fast stuff.
Stick to Me is more than j ust another dose of
heat treatment, but the format remains the same and
that album's successes shine here also, so it becomes
growth as survival. A lot of things can be said about
this record and this group, but the thing that sticks
in my mind is their ability to be so consistendy good..
This is a fact easily understated, not because this is
commonplace (it most certainly isn't) or that it lacks
signif icance, but mainly because Gr aham Parker and
Rumour make it look easy."
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MY GREA T GREA T ET C.
UNCLE PATRICK HEN R Y
,

There 's a fortune to be made in just about everything
in this country, somebody 's father bad to invent
evetytbing'baby f' ood , tractors , rat poisoning.
My family 's obviously done nothing since tbe beginning
of time. They invented poverty and bad taste
and gettingby and taking it from the boss,
O my mother goes around chewing her nails and
spitting them in a ja r: You should he ashamed
ofyourself she says, think of your family.
My family 1 say what ha vethey ever done but
pai nt by numbers tbe most absurd disgusting scenes
of plastic squalor and human degradation
Weil then think of your great great etc. Uncle
Patrick Henry.

GEORGE BURNS
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Tate Ijas the marvelous ability to deal enthusiastically
and imaginatively with frighteningly real subjects. He somehow manages to maintain his emotional and intellectual vibrance after the most startling revelations. His humor insists
that despite the existential limits of our situation there is
reason to live and enjoy. This is encouraging to the listener:
It suggests a constructive alternative to the dark and serious
route taken by Hemingway, Plath and Sexton.
For all interested, the next guest poet at Colby will
te Heather McHugh. She will read ori Wednesday, N ovember 30, at 8:00 P.M, |n the Robinson Room at Miller Library.
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College night every Tuesday. Special discount $1.00 off when
college ID card is presented to cashier.
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Fall Fa shion A t . . .

Photo s By -

Geof f
•MPaiCe r

. . . Colby
Fash ion this fall noted the return of
many old favori tes-fair isle sweaters,
Bea n skirts, Frye boots, clogs , blazers,
kilts, flannel shirts, jean jackets, tbe
double sweatshirts, baseball caps and
book bags. Unique combinatio ns often
go one step beyond , or stop just short
of, the prep look which is sought by
so many. With tbe coming of winter
Bean boots, down jackets and corduroys
will replace the skirts captured here . Enjoy fall while it lasts.

-Photo by Pam Bembridge

I Play

Viewpoint: The Athle tic Woes
By Rus Lodi
As Saturday 's football game came to a calamitous
close, sideline critics prepared to attack Coach and Athletic
Director Richard McGee . Back to back 1-7 seasons are prime
meat for wolves of this type. Nestled into couches at cocktail parties , th ey feast on rumors of player dissent and staff
incompetence . Their appetites are insatiable ; w ins are their
only nourishment , and the fall sports season , let alone football , has provided little.
Check Larry Hill 's tabulations in his letter to the editor last week-almost across the board , Colby teams have
been laughing stocks on paper.
'On the field or in the gym, however, the Colby athlete
has displayed marked determination , not only in action , but
also by the mere fact that they stick with such an embarras sing organization . ' Losses are only part of it. Many teams
have material and staffing complaints. Read the Ski Team
article or ask a Track player abou t his short schedule of
meets. Ask Coach McGee about keeping athletes who are
under unceasing academic pressure or a-bout how hard it is
to get adequate staffing for his teams.

Or ask Sim specificall y about the football perform ance? "We 've done a good job with what -we've had to wor k
with ," he told me in his office last week.
I think Mr. McGee echoes a feeling that rei gns, from
top to bottom in the athletic depar tment. Everyone feels
cheated-whether it be a muddied soccer player or a coach
who has to lead a team sport he knows nothing about. Wh y,
because they feel helpless in their position at the base of the
camp us-unable to purchase uniforms or hire adeq uate staff.
A-n d as loss after loss is registered, the concern ed get
resdess while the disinterested move far ther away fr om the
bandwagon. The Colby Community, I feel, is fed up with
an unprodu ctive athletic system that is suspended in a Umb o
between intram urals _nd competitive intercolleg iate competition . Furthermore , their gripes range from adm inistrative policies to inadequate talent , because, in a losing atmosphere , all imperfections are m agnified.
That in dudes coaching. No coaches ar e perfect , whet-,
her they coach in Hartford or in Water ville. It is useless to
initiate a witch hu nt against Coach McGee because removing
will .not solve the Colby sports problem . Cooperation will
still be needed between the A..D. and the invisible hierarch y
that runs the school. Until this is done , Colby athletics will
continue to lose and the hill will remain a pasture for hungry wolves.

sp o r t s

The Soccer finals wound up the fall season of I
PLAY sports , as DKE beat the Intern als by a score of
1-0. J im Tribble scored the only goal in what proved to
be a very tight contest.
The Cross Country rac e, held on October 28, was
won by Peter Dragon 'e with a time of 18:57 on the 3mile loop . J ay Mood y came irrsecond at 19:09. Betsy
Shillito finished first for the women with a time of 21:13 ".
The sch edule of activities will recommen ce in January. Check the boards for complete details. All team
rosters should be in before Christm as break for competition in ice hockey and bask etball. Peop le are still needed
to work as referees and commissioners. See Gen e DeLorenzo for information.
At the field hockey 's ehd-of-the-season party,
Hillary J on«s was awarded with a pewter bowl in
honor of being named Most Valuable Team Member
for 1977.
On Sunday the field hockey team will play the
soccer team in field hockey on Crafts Field at 2 o'clock

J OS E P H S
of
Fa irf ield
Alpine Design Down Parkas —

Irr egulars discounted to $69.90
New line o. Men 's and Ladies NORDIC A boots
Dunham 's Tyr olean Boots only $49.95

Adidas , Nike, Converse , Tiger Athle tic
Shoes — all models always in stock

Gym Shorts , irre gulars only $1.99
J ogging Suits , Reg. $25.00 , only $19.90

Field bouse sculpture " The Whole Man "

Colby runner in 1971

Athletic "Blues " Refrain
by Kathy fteichert
I find myself singing along with l&try-Tbe OT
Colby Athletic Blu es. I wish to reaffirm and support
Larry 's statement in last week's issue of the ECH ©/stres sing the importan ce of athletics at Colby College. This
issue is more timely th an administration or faculty may
realize.
In his letter , Larry made three major points , which
clearly delineate the importan ce of athletics at Colby.
They are : 1) the bud get allocation argument 12) the effects
of athle tics upon enrollm ent and endowment; 3) the social
ramifications of varsity spor ts.
Larry begins with the "usual faculty argument ,"
which states that the athletic budget drai ns "' poten tial '
academic funds. " This ar gument is based upon the false
premise that the athletic departmen t Ju j to be a losing
financial proposi tion. There are nationally -known schools
whose athletic departm ents not only support themselves,
but operate at a profit.
Larry moves on to the more intangible benefits of a
good athletic program. A well-run pro gram would enhance
Colby 's repu tation-making it more competitive with first, rate private schools. A good sports program will attract '
more outstanding applicants , allowing Colby to become
even more selective in their acceptance of prospective
students. Good teams are produced by a good pr ogram ,
and good teams increase the incoming flow of annual funds ;
The position that sports sh ould be low priority in a
school where academics clearly come fine, is short-si ghted.
An investment of time and attention now, would preven t

10$ Discount for Colby students on all
Regular Price d Items
First in Qualit y - First in Prices

oversights and inefficiencies that have plagued the system.
A little investment would give varsity teams such as men's
and women's ski team , men 's and women's track , adequate
facilities and budcet. The women 's ski team is the only varsity sport I have ever heard of , that had to pay to practice.
The men 's track team i|.the pnly varsity spor t I have knowni
to be forced to practice on the local high school's track.
In the last part of Larry 's letter , he addressed himself to the social ramifications of a collapsing varsit y program. The imminent fate of a "suit case college" is already
too near to becoming a reality.
Students are aware of the importance of a good athletic program . I hope that students will come out in suppor t of an improve d sports prooram. I onlv hope that the
powers-that-be will smitten up and become aware of it,
to o.

Outing Clu b News

This past Frida y night th ere was a square dance featuring The Northern Valley Boy that no dedicated foot stomper
should have missed. But fear not , because even if you missed
t his one , you still have another chance Frida y, December
2nd to get down to some good country dancin g with The
Mornin g Star Strin g Band , of which Colby 's own Mike
Buonaiu t o is" a member. More information will be available
later on as tp the exact time and place of the Dance.
For t hose of you looking for a relax ing trip to the
mountains , there will be a weekend trip to Gulf Hagus led
by Ski p Pendle ton. The trip will leave Colby Saturda y the
19th and return the 20th. Gulf Hagus is on area of the Appalachian Trail , J ust north of Colb y's section of the Trail.
A sign-up sheet (or the trip can be found on die Outin g Club
Board in fron t of the Spa.
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Sk iers Bound
By Red Tap e
by Kathy Fteichert
The saga of the women's ski team is one of frustration, disappointment, and even tears. For a team that has
had the best combined season's record of any varsity sport
in the last three years, and the oldest women 's varsity sjort
at Colby, they have encountered a notable lack of cooperation from the athletic department. One would expect
th at the ski team would have som e kind of seniority within
the ranks of the newly formed ice hockey and track teams.
Not so — the ski team was placed at the bottom of the
budget list last year. One would expect good coaching
for a team that has certainly earned its colors. Not so—
the coaching story has become a comedy of errors over
the last three years.

Background

Colby 's J oe Ciota (33) gives the fans something to cheer about

Photo by Tina Chen

Gridders Dr op Heartbrea ker
In what Coach Richard McGee termed the worst defeat of my life," the Colby Mules surrendered a 14-point
lead and dropped a 15 - 14heartb reaker to Bowdoin Saturday .
Leading 14-0 early in the fourth quarter , the Mules '
fingers suddenly turned to butter. They fumbled a~way a
scoring opportunity created by a Bowdoin turn over and
subsequen tly, the Bowdies put tog-ether a sustained ground
attack that moved Q..B. Jay Pensevalle into p osition so that
he could hit Tom Newman with a 5-yard scoring strike.
Then , thinking win , Bowdoin ,went for 2 and go it as Pensevalle rolled to die right co.ncr of the endzone.
On Colby 's first "play from scrimmage following the
kick-o ff, they fumbled again and Bowdoin took over from
the Colby thirty-eight. After a penalty moved them back to
mid^field, Bowdoin th reatened , moving inside the Colby 20
on a Pensevalle pass to Newman. Bowdoin moved to the 8
for another first down , but key stops by Dennis Ring and
Joe Kerwin thwarted this threat.
Then things really started to go wrong. After both
teams tried unsuccessfully to mount an attack , a Bowdoin
punt bounced off a Colby player's leg; as he was running
downfield. The ball rolled to a stop and a Bowdoin player
gleefully pounced on the ball at the Colby 20. Again the
defense-rose to the occasion , stopping Bowdoin 's four running plays, inches before the first down marker.

Disasterously, another Colby fumble invited the Bowdoin offense back onto the field. The crowd screamed wildly as the drama between the Colby defense and the visitor's
offense began its third act. Bowdoin closed this one quickly, using the same pass play that th ey first scored on-the
tight end del aying and then cutting across the middle-to
tie die game; a situ ation which was cjuickly remedie d when
Bowdoin kicked the winning point after.
The nightmarish fourth quarter overshadowed the success Colby had , both offensively and defensively, throu ghout the ball game. The offen'iive line continually op ened
gaping holes for the backs;especiall y George Ddlan (26175-0), and Colby was to enjoy a lead throughout most of
the game.
In the first quarter , a Steve Plomaritis 21-yard touchdown run was nullified due to cli pping, but tlie Mules kept
coming. After the defense stifled two Bowdoin threats,
long runs by Mike Druin and Joe Ciota enabled Frank
Sears to hit flanker Paul Belanger on a slant to the goalpost
with a 15-yard scoring cullet.
In the third quarter, Druin broke free and scampered
fifty four yards to the Bowdoin 26. He then moved the ball
closer with darting runs of 18, 2 and 1 yards. Fullback Ciota then plunged over to give Colby a 14-0 lead that held until the misfo rtunes of the fourth qu arter.

Men's Hockey, Basketball Set

The first Downcast Classic collegiate hockey tourna-

ment, Jan. 4-5 in the Portland Civic Center, will highlight

the 1977-78 hockey schedule for Colby College. Competit ion will be against Princet on, the University of MaineOrono and Bowdoin, ,
The Mules! 22-game schedule opens Dec. 1 at New
England College, a team Mickey Goulet directed fou r
years before being appoin ted Colby's hq clcey coach this
year.
The first home game is Dec. 3 against the University
of Lowell.
Other home games will bei University of Bu ffalo,
Dec, 18jSalem State, Dec, 211 Norwich University, Jan.. 201
Bost on State, Jan. 21 > Williams, Jan , 27 j Union , Jar»; 28;
Middlebury, Feb. 3 \University of Maine-Orono, Feb. 15;
Bowdoin, March 1,
Other away games will bei University of MaineOrono, Dec. 6»Bos ton State', Jan. 9»S t. Anselm 's, Jan. I3i
Holy Cross, Jan , 25} Bowdoin, Feb. 7i University of Mass.,
Feb. 111 Babson , Feb. 18iMerrim ack , Feb.221 Hamilton ,
Feb. 24.

Boston State, Keene St ate, Pace University, and the
University of Maine-Orono are some of the top opponents
Colby College will face in the 1977-1978 basketball reason.
The 23-game schedule opens Dec. 1 when the Mules
will host the University of Maine-Farmington,
Coach Dick Whitmore, starting his eight season, is
counting on on the experience of seven lettermen, including
co-captains Paul Harvey, 6-6 first team D ivision HI A!lAmerican from Portsmouth, NH, and James Crook, 6-4 AH,
CBB from Cumberland, RI.
Other h ome games will be: Salem State, Dec. 3 1
UMass-Boston, Dec.85 Keene State, Jan. 7i Pace University,
Jan. 27» Amherst, Jan , 28| Bowdoin, Feb. 81 Southeastern
Mass. Univ., J7eb. 11; University of Lowell, Feb. 27? University of Maine-Orono, March 2.
ersity of Maine-Orono, March 2.
Away contests will bes Boston State, Dec. 19; Norwich- University, Jan 20 1Middlebury, Jan.21-, UMPG, Jan.
25|Clark University, Feb. 3;WPl , Feb! 4|Bates, Feb. 15;
Tuf ts Univertsiry, Feb. 17; Babson, Feb. 18s Bowdoin,
•
Feb. 25.

In the season of '74-75 the alpine team was coached
by two Colby students (working for Jan-Plan credit),
neither of whom had earned varsity status on the men's ski
team.
In response to the complaints of '75-76's season,
a'bona fide coach was procured for '75 - 76. After a season
of continual conflicts and organization problems, the team
pulled through with qualifiers for Div. I competition.
In '76-77, waiting until the preseason training was well
underway, the same coach was retained, despite numerous
complaints from team members. Fighting off a threatened
closing of the ski slope, surviving 7-hour rides in an unhealed van, contending with obsolete X-C and racing skis,
and scraping along on a minimal budget, the ski team pulled
through with another winning season.

Today
This year, the team was p rovided with no coach. Ca^
tains Chris Pesek and Barb Neal (alpine and X-C) were expected to dig one up. Chris attended a weeken d coaching
convention in New Hampshire, wrote innumerable letters,
and spent a minimu m of three hours on the watts line Ui
search of a coach. She and Barb have also been conducting
pre-se'ason practices , while attempting to cope with the
end-of-semester crunch. Only a few possibilities have materialized; and now these have been boiled down to an
app licant fro m Waterville Valley. (The most notable rejection was a four year winner in men 's collegiate Div. 1
competition from UMF.) Now the Athletic Department
head Mr. McGee is freed from duties of head football coach ,
he will be able to tu rn his attention to the ski team's coaching considerations. He will have to act fast, as most qu alified
coaches a.re already committe d ac this point in the season.
When snow begins to fly, team members •will practice
at the Colby slope, if it remains open. At present, the women's
team is slated to practice evenings, sharing the slopes with
the men 's varsity and Watcrville High ScfcooL The training
itinerary includes a 3-day training session at Sugarloaf
before Jan Plan for early-rctuming team members.
Of the 23 girls practicing daily, five are returning lettermen, and + newcomers are Eastern Division veterans. With
this in mind, Chris forsccs high finishes for Colby in Division
I competition. Thus Colby can look forward to a winning
season from the varsity skiers,and potentially stellar
results, if coaching and budget problems can be ironed out.
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News Briefs , ..

NEW S ANALYSIS

Pass/Fail —
Final Chapter?

Any students interested in manning the polls for the
Stu-A referendum on Nov. 30 should contact Executive
Chairperson Ron Graham at x562 or Director of Student
Activities Pat Chasse at x290.

by Val Tallan d
On Wednesday , Nov. 9, the faculty voted against
allowing the first three semesters of the language requirement to be graded on a Pass/Fail basis for the class of .
1981 and subsequent classes. This resolved the grading
controversy in the language department: however, the central problem remains - are prerequisites to a requirement
subject to the same grading system as the requirement
itself?
At present , the people who are most seriously effected by this dilemma aie those of the class of 1981 since
only they are affec ted hy the new Pass/Fail restrictions.
Although many freshmen are concerned that the
policy was changed after they had both researched and
applied to the college, there is a group of people which
finds itself in perhaps an even worse situation. These are
the people who were accepted by Early Decision.
Early D ecision students applied by Nov. 1, 1976,
were notified by Colby before Dec, 15 and were given
approximately two weeks to acknowledge the school's
acceptance. Unless financial aid was being received, a
deposit was sent to Colby within the following month. On
March 9, 1977, the faculty voted that the class of 1981
and following classes could not be graded in their distribution requirements on a pass/fail basis. This means that
Early Decision students applied and accepted with the understanding that anyone could take distribution require-,
ments under the pass/fail policy.
According to Dean of Admissions Harry R. Carrol, a
student accepted by Earl y Decision is under a moral obligation to attend. If a student felt that he could not attend the school under the new;poficy he could request
release. However, by March 9,'the student would have
cancelled his applications to other schools and it was too
far beyond the deadline to reapply for the following semester at most schools.
Apparently no Early Decision students requested
that they be allowed to attend Colby under the policy
they read and understood to be true when they applied
and accepted. Carrol was unsure as to what the school's
reaction would have been, yet he did mention that the
college catalogue has the "escape-clause " in that they
reserve the right to change their policies.
While this issue which received considerable controversy on the Colby campus appears to be a dead one, its
effects will be felt for some tunej. Freshmen have yet to
react to tbe policy,' at least by any visible method.

The Colby Interfaith Council will hold a Thanksgiving service on -Monday, Nov. 21 at 6: 30 p.m., in the
Chapel lounge.All are invited to come and participate. A social
hour, will follow the service.
The Interfaith Council is a new organization dedicated to promoting greater understanding among; religions.
Senate Majority Leader Senator Jerry Speers,
candidate for the COP Nomination for Governorannounced last week the names of the people chairing
his campaign committee. One of the three chair
persons is Colby student Christa Hutcheon.
Christa Hutc-heon '79 is the youngest elected
member of the Republican State Committee. Hutcheon
has been very active in GOP politics, most recently
playing an imjportaJit role in the Maine campaign of
President Ford last year. -She also worked on the
campaigns of Congressman Dave Emery and Senate
candidate Bob Monks.
The Gay-Straight Alliance met for the first tune in
Waterville on Monday evening. Approximately fifteen
people attended with the ranks divided nearly evenly between gays and straights.
Organization was the main topic and plans were made
to create a hotline for gays with problems and raisingthe
level of consciousness of people in the Waterville area. Petitioning legislative m embers about the human rights bill will
be in the future.
A much larger crowd is expected to attend the next
meeting on Monday, November 21 and all were enthusiastic
of the future of the organization. Plans for group activities
in the future were made.
The group illustrated a feasible possibility of gays an d
straights to work together in a group to promote human
rights and promote gay-straight .understanding.
Help is also being offered by Colby students to gay
Colby students, men or women, in the form of peer counseling, information, on local organizations and social groups.
Any student who wants help coming out or just frien dly
confidential convetsati on with other gays can be arranged
privately as either you or the Alliance can set it up. This
is a totally helping service with the gay students in mind.
No commitments axe necessary. For information on either
of these services, write Kathy Kindquist, General Delivery,
I Oakland or call 4_5-7746.

Stu-A Referendum
November 30
by J ane Eklund
At the St*-A meeting Monday, November 14,
Executive Board members approved four mem bers to .
the Athletic Committee appointed by Committee
Chairperson Sid Mohel. New members are J oel Cutler,
John Matthews, Carter Knipp and Naomi Barofz.
Treasurer Mike Slavin suggested dispensing with
Executive Board approvals of new committee membteis
since they are always voted in. Mohel explained that
the approvals are checks on him, to restrain him from
using his power to put his friends on committees.
It was announced that Andy D<-?ninger and some
other students will work with Dean of Students
Earl H. Smith to modify Colby 's alcohol policy.
Anyone who would like to help should see Deininger
.,
or Smith.
.
* '
Sign up sheets hive been placed around campus
for students interested in helping with the Winter
Carnival. The first meeting was held yesterday A meeting was held last week to discuss the report
of an ad hoc committee set up by the Board of Trustees
to examine Colby's athletic programs. The outcome of the
committee was a recommendation on how to improve
varsity athletics.. (See page 1) .A minority report
against the recommendation was also filed ..
It was announced that the referendum proposing
a Representative Assembly will be held on Nov. 30
and voting will take place in the Dining Halls, at the
Spa, and at Roberts Desk.
The meeting was adjourned until the Monday
after Thanksgiving.
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Breakaway

NORM' S PIZZA
Featu ring Pizza & Asst. Sandwiche *
I«e Cold Dr aught Beer
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Fr ee delivery , $12.00 minimum ,
af ter 7:00 p.m, , Pizza and Su bs
Open Daily 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Sun. & Holidays 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
41 Temple St. * Waterville
872-2400
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The management and staff ot Bill's Colby Pill) would
like to sincerel y thank Colbytostudents for thei r
and
wish you all a
continued patron age
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pleasurable and restful Thanks giving.
- - - -_ . . - _ _ \ -
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Take your brea k in Bermuda at the only
ma jor hotel that 's ri ght on the beach .
Feel free and easy. Doing the things yoii like
to do. At the beautiful Sonesta Beach Hotel .
5 days/4 nights $279* per person (four to a room)
« Roundtri p J et coach air tra vel via Delta Airlines
• Mopeds • Horseback riding • Breakfast and
Dinner daily • Unlimited tennis on six day/nigh t
courts • Indoor pool • Nightly entertainment.
Available J anuary 2 to Januar y 31,. 1978,

*For further complete Information and reservations / see your campus rep.
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HOTEL

Chris Morrissey
Delta Kappa Epsilon
872-9868

. • Or call SRS TOLL FREE (800) 225-1372
In Massachusetts (800) 842-1202
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J oggers Beware
Associate Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger expressed
concern this week that Colby students may be inviting unnecessary trouble by jogging after dark or alone.
Seitzi nger noted that several students jo gging near Thayer Hospital lave narrowly missed being struck by automobiles
after sunset- She hoped that students would use more caution while jogging in that heavily .trafficked area a_\d would
refrain from jogging after dark.
Seitzixger also suggested that female students not j og aIone on the "loop." She noted that reports have been made
of harrasmeut of female joggers and feared that m any more
such
incidents have gone unreported.
|

Live Entertainment:
Thurs. - Sat. - UGLY JONES BAND
Sunday and Monday Nite - 7ft. screen football
Monday INite — win football and
pass-the-word t-shirt

Waterville Election
Decem ber 5

"Camp Colby "
Rates
by Sue Ert»

by Jane Eklund

Who says Colby doesn't have national recognition?
Anyone who has thumbed through the complementary magazine, Mainliner (Oct. 77) on United Airlines recently might
note that Colby is among the "top, rated Campus Playgrounds."

Waterville will be holding an election on Monday,
December 5. The city has a mayor-council form of government, with a councilman representing each of the seven
wards.
At the Republican caucus Tuesday night, a councilman, a warden, a ward clerk and a ward constable were
nominated for each ward.
Democratic candidates for these offices were nominated at the Deomcratic caucus last night.
In addition , a member of the Board of Education
was nominated at each caucus for wards one, two, three,
and four.
Mayoral candidates will be nominated at a general
caucus tonight.
On a separate b allot will be the following referendum:
"Shall a Charter Committee be established for the purpose
of revising the city charter?" A member of the proposed
committee was also nominated for each ward at both of
the caucuses, although they will.be running without party
designation. Voters who vote "yes"on the referendum
will be given a choice of two nominated committee members from their ward, or a write-in.
Colby is in Ward 3, and voting for that ward will
take place at the Junior High School.

j

The article begins, "All ^things being equal, why not
spend those four precious years in pleasant surroundings?
The following few campuses are among our favorites... "'
Eight schools are listed (no specific order) : New York
University, Princeton , Georgetown, University of Hawaii,
University of Miami, University of California at Santa Barbara, University o_ Colorado at Boulder and of course,
Colby College.
The blurb about Colby {reads, "In the boondocks
and happy about it: spectacular woods for camping and
hiking, nearby lakes and a continual competition between
the trip to Maine's rocky beaches and a retreat to Vermont or New Hampshire for skiing. "
From the Colby viewpoint, there's a definite flaw to
this description. Certainly, you can drive to the "rocky
beaches" but I question if many people in their right mind
-would swim between the months of September and May.
Secondly, I . 'spect Sugarloaf Corporation will be a bit
distraught by ti» inference that one must travel to Vermont or New Hampshire to ski.

\/ ? Shut your mouth
and roll up your sleeve s.

i

It might not be quite fair to call Colby a playground.
But if you don 't mind a little wind, a little mud, slightly
cramped ji ving quarters, inefficient dishwashers, and a language requirement, Colby is a pretty "pleasant" place to
spend fou r years.
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s c h o l a r s h i ps
The National Studen t Educational Fund is
sponsoring a national competition to recognize college
students who produce the best informational materials ,
for other students.
$12,000 in scholarships will be awarded in this
national competition called the Better Information Pro ject :
Prizes in Education (BIPPIE).
Individual students or student groups are eligibl e
to submit entries in any media produced during the
1976-77 or 1977-78 academic years. Mat erials must
be aimed at informin g fellow students abou t campus
programs, opportunities and experiences .
Prizes 'will be awarded in two cat egories : general
information aimed at the entir e student community
(such as orientation guides , course and teacher evaluations and financial aid manua ls) and information
aimed at specific student groups including but not
limited to women , die handicapped , minorities and
older students.
Each of twelve winners w ill be awarded a trip to
Washington , D.C. to accept , on behalf of thei r school,
a $1,000 scholarshi p , whi ch will be given to a studen t
with financial need.
Application packets and competi tion rules are
available on request from the National Student
Educati onal Fund , 2000 P St. NW , Su ite 305,
Washin gton , D.C. 20036. Entries must be postmarked
no later than Febru ary 28, 1978.
The competition is supported by a grant from
th e Department of Health , Educ ation and Welfare 's
Fund for th e Improvement of Postsecondar y Education.
To date , sch olarships have been pr ovided by The
Chr onicle of Hi gher Edu cation , The Ford Foundati on , The Forum for the Advancemen t of Students
in Science and Techn ology , In c., and The International Stud y Travel Cent er , Inc. The College Entrance Examination Board has contributed toward
the pr oject 's evalu ation activities.
The competition is sponsored by the National
Stud ent Educational Fund , a national non-profit
gr oup engaged in reasearch , information services and
training activities from a studen t pers pective.

Al Corey
99 Main St.

f e l l o ws h i p s

music "
872^6^2

Sorry this wasn't in last week , but: Bobo-LizzNice Boot Fri.

pfTAILS rDETR 1 LS) DETftits T

Fellowshi p for Minority Students
Dorothy Danforth Compton Fellowships at
$5,000 each , for 1978-79 is accepting applications. _
Come to Career Planning Office , L 110 for more
information.
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Seniors , the next deadlines for app lying to take
'
, " ¦- '
these exams are as follows:
•
¦
¦¦
*
••
¦
Graduate Record Exam—Dec. 13
Law School Admission Bulletin—J an. 5
Forei gn Service Officer Exam—Nov. 21
Grad uate Managemen t Admission Test—Nov. 14- -'
See Career Planning Office, LJ 110 for applications.

1) Wendy 's Old Fashioned Ham burgers
2) Oakhurst Dairy Truck Driver
3) Cocktail waitress
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lications
have
arrived.
Contrary
to
The app
previous notice they will be given in Maine four
times in J anuary and four times in April. See Career
' Plann ing Office for app lications and info.
PACE

Conservation J obs
The Student 's Conservation Association announces
its spring student conservation program offering volunteer jobs in parks and forests. Good on-the-site
training and education in natural resour ce mana gement.

Smith College will again be operating its annual
summer intern-teaching program. Prospective elementary
or secondary school teachers can acquire as many as 8
graduate credit hours while serving as Interns.
See Career Plannin g Office for more informatio n.

r * #v«rythii ig

exams

HELP WANTED: Bill's Luncl is looking for bartenders ,
cocktail waiters/wai tresses.
Immediate openin gs.

There are 60 summer internshi ps offered in editing and reporting from the Newspaper Fund. Applicants need to send for their own application forms. As
the deadline is Dec. 1, interested students should come
as soon as possible to the Career Planning Office , Lovejoy 110 for information.

study

;
Freshmen and Sophom ores interested in Colby's' ' „' ''
Study Abroad Program ar the Universite de Caen {France)
:i
are invited to attend a most detailed infbrrnational
'\'
meeting to be held on Thursday, December l, 1977 ' at " : .
'•"
8:00 pm. in Sturtevant Lounge. '

The National Association , for Forei gn Student
Affairs (NAFSA) has created a program to provide an
opportunity for forei gn students to signify th eir interes t
in employmeh t to companies or institutions which offer
employment.
See Career Plannin g Office for more information .
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GAIN A REWARDING PROFESSIONAL CAREER
WHILE YOU SERVE YOUR ,COUI-TRy
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Interviews by appointment on campue Dec. 2 Sea your Career ,
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Placement Officer for additional Information.
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LOST: A Matter of Life and Death: On Tuesday evening
Nov. 8, 1 lost a beige, metal file card box containing all
the notes I have taken for a Senior Scholars thesis.,. This
box was last seen outside of Fossdining hall and the
notes, are absolutely irreplaceable. If you have seen these
items recently or know where they are please get in touch
with John Saunders at ext. 478, 306 Dana- There is a
generous reward offered.
LOST: Four keys on a leather key chain, about two
weeks ago, around Roberts or the library. Call Pam,
x 526.
'

. »

. *.

LOST: A gold class ring—ruby stone. From Amesbury
High
School, Class of 1977. Initials on inside DCJ.
*
•Lost on Saturday night.- Please contact Diane, x.
532, rm. 356 or box 732.
M_-______---_«____M--_a-____^_---__--n___M____M__-B____B_-_a_^_w_--i

LOST: One silver necklace with butterfly pendant, in the
area between D.U. and Foss. If found, please contact Daisy,
354 Woodman, ext. 533.
LOST: Off-white corduroy Lee Jacket. My keys were in
the pocket-please return them to B & G if you must keep
the jacket.
LOST: a pair of contact lenses in a white case. If found ,
please call Becky at k423. Important! Reward offered.
FOUND: One woman's watch, several months ago. Call
X364 or see John Devine or Ed Smith to identify and claim.
LOST in vicinityof Lovejoy or Library: Gold button to
'pocket watch chain-sentimental value-substantialreward
Call x 510 Charlie Gordy
FOUND: One key to either a Honda car or a motorcycle.
Contact Roberts Desk.
LOST: Silver Ring with brown stone. Lost in Dana Lounge;
near the piano. Reward offered , as it has great sentimental
value. If found , please contact Beth at x503.
LOST: Silver shell at DKE Sat. nite. Sentimental
value. Reward offered. Contact Karen Cai_ie, x. 467.
LOST: a tan sweater (cardigan) in a blue plastic bag. If
found, call Linda at x529-
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AUTOPART S, INC

KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAND

Auto ftr ts, Writs & Marine Supplies
WCI ^I-XP_LRIENCEaXJNTS
Ask about our free gaJG^^J
Champion Spark pgQtt J^

Information for Students Requesting to Live
Off Campus for Second Semester 1977-78.
Each year a small number of students may be
given permission to xeside off campus for the second
semester, if enrollment figures permit. Since there
are generally more applications than spaces off
' campus, the Room Draw Committee decided to adopt
a lottery system to determine which applicants
would be given permission to move off campus.
The lottery will be run in the following way:
1. Students interested in applying should
submit their names to the Dean of
Students Office as soon as possible,
but no later than December 8.
2. On December 9th, a number draw
will be held for all tho$e who have submitted their names. The waiting list
will be ordered fyst by class year and
then by lottery number. Class years
will be ordered '78, '79°, *79, '80°, *80.
On Thursday, November 17, at 6:30 pm., the
Colby Women's Group will be meeting with Prof.
Sherard in his apartment (ground floor Dana) for a
discussion-demonstrationon self-defense. On Monday,
November 21, at 6:JO, die Group will meet in room
208B of the library (the AV room ) to see and discuss
the film, "Meshes in the Afternoon." Anyone interested
is welcome at both meetings.
i

Hillel is sponsoring an Israeli Folk Dance on
Saturday, Nov. 19 at 8:30 pm. in Roberts Loft.
Wine and cheese will be served and admission
is open to all Colby students and is free.
The Newman community will sponsor a blood drive
on Monday, November 21, from 10AM to 4 PM. Registration forms will be available in the dining halls this week.
Please join the Bloodline.
FOR SALE: One Bancroft "Winner" Squash racquet.
Slightly used for $25. Sells new for $40. If interested,
contact Jon Smith, Box 1436, Roberts.
U.M.O. will be conducting a number of metric
system training workshop* for volunteers wilting to
teach die metric system to others. It will soon be
the predominate system of measurement nationwide.
This is a good educational (source of recommendations)
experience,
See Career Planning Office for more info.
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In reference to the article concerning crafts available
to the Colby student (11-10-77) the Bookstore would like
those students involved in crafts on campus to know that
one of the showcases located in the Bookstore is being
reserved for any student to display craft items which they
would like to make available for sale.
The Bookstore does not intend to be involved in the
sale procedure. Therefore, students must make prices and
payment proceduresavailable on their own. This enables
the student to make the full profit, the Bookstore simply
lending them the space without cost. We hope all those
interested will take advantage of this opportunity. If
there are any further questions, please see the bookstore
manager.
. , •
Welcome to Maine, Jonith .
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All Seniors are reminded that the deadline for sen- .
ior pictures is fast approaching. Make sure you get your
pictures in on time; we are adhering to a strict deadline
schedule and if we don't receive your picture you will not
' be in the yearbook.
. Anyone interested in helping out with layout should
contact Bev Nalbandian. We will be laying out most of
the book during Jan Plan, so contact her if you are interested. We are also looking for submissions of graphics,
poetry, prose, and photography. Please contact John Devine, x 364, or Chris Noonan, x 247. As your co-editors
we hope to provide you with a quality yearbook, but we
need your help.
Si vous voulez parler Francis venez a la
Table Francaise
le Mardi a 12.30 a Mary Low
le Mercredi a 6:00 a Foss
le Jeudi a 12:30 a Mary Low
ei ii vous voulez ecouter de la musique francaise et
canadienne reglez votre radio sur WMHB 91.5 FM
de 3:00 a 6:00 lc Dimanche pour notre Programme
Fran cois.
BUS TRIP
When? November 19, 1977
Where? Boston
Why? Sightseeing, museums, dining, theatres, shopping.
How? By bus
Leaving from the Elm Plaza at 7:30 a.m.____xp_.
Returning form Boston at 7:00 p.m.
For reservations contact: Mrs. Norma Harriett
x. 288.
Miller Library Hours
The library will close at 5 PM on Wednesday,Nov. 23
and reopen at 10 AM Sunday, Nov. 27.
The Cubes and the Pit will be left open for the use of
those students who remain on campus.
Reserve Books may be checked out over the holidays
starting Tuesdaynight at 8:30 PM (Nov. 22) and are du*
back Monday morning at 9:30 AM (Nov. 28).
FOR SALE : One pr. French racing skis, Dynamic NR 17,.
190 cm. Excellent condition. If interested please call Sue
Hadtock, 206 Dana, x 442.
The New World Coalition is a group of students
concerned with political affairs in this country and
throughout the world. It holds weekly meetings
during which there is discussion and planning of
activities such as films, lectures, workshops, etc.
All interested students are invited to the weekly
meetings. Look for times and places in the ECHO.
There will be no meeting next week due to Thanksgiving vacation.
Sociology 317, Professor Rysman's methodology
course, wishes to express their thanks to those students
who have answered and returned the questionnaire which
was mailed last week.
The majority of the 400 students who were chosen
to receive the form have already returned them. However,
since die findings of our study will be more accurate with
a greater number of replies, a second set of questionnaires
has been mailed this week to students who may have lost
or forgotten to fill it out.
Please take the lime to aniwer the questionnaire and
promptly return it to the special boxes found either in the
library or Roberts Mail Room. Thanks again.

VILLAG E BA R BER
Grea t Cuts for Guys and Gal s
Appt. Preferred:

873-1344

113 Main St.

Wa terville

THE DEANOF BEER'S
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(Or,was yeast reall y responsible for t he fall of t he Roman Empire?)
As your Dean of Beer, it is my scholarly
opinion that just knowing the one word for
beer is not enough. You must also know the
reasons why. Because only then will I .
Siglinda Steinfiiller. be satisfied that you have
graduated from Remedial Beer Drinking.
QUESTIONS:
Q: 1. The best water for beer comes from:
a) Big Duck Mountain.
b) Underground from Tijuana.
c) A small store in Macon , Ga.
d) None of the above
A: (d) No matter what you hear about
"naturally pure " waters, virtually all
brewers filter and further purify their
water. But Schlitz doesn't stop there. They
filter their water and then filter it again.

i,V
fh^_.e.,thS^rr3h - pUrer ,han
-

Q:2 Kiages and Firlbeck lll are,

Q: 3. Hops are notorious for:
a) Their lack of intelligence.
x
b) Always getting to work late.
c) Losing their keys. ~
d) Being difficult to keep fresh.
A. (d) The ^.^ hops make
^ ^ fceer
That's why Schlitz vacuum-packs and
refrigerates their hops. So they 're as fresh
ai bfewing time as they are at harvest time.
__
__
,
.
<*:4-™ e best adjunct to beer is:
*06
ir
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51 5/ESL
__ ?
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A: (c) Evcr
to V American brewer
of uses rice or
c^orn lighten the flavor their beerv
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a) Composers of famous beer drinking
taste of their beer•
songs like "I Uft My Shoes in Heidelberg:'
b) Owners of the world's largest unknown
brewery.
c) Serving time in Sonoma, Calif., for
.
'
impersonating Arnold the Wonder Seal.
d) More expensive barleys.
^
^1
1
1
1 11^.
A: (d) Schlitz blends Klages and Firlbeck III
^fl^^H^^
barleys with the standard variety most
.,|i|^^^^^^^ HHH^|
brewers use because they believe it gives ^¦
j ^^^^^^^^ B||
Siglinda Steinfiiller
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Q: 5. The biggest misconception about yeast
is:
a) Carrying some in your pocket is good
luck.
b) It is good for hernias.
c) It was responsible for the fall of the
Roman Empire.
d > lo j ennentbeer, all you have to do is
drop it in the vat.
A: (d) To make beef taste right consistently,
Schlitz believes the yeast has to be evenly
distributed during fermentation. That's
why Schlitz gently stirs in their yeast. It's
part of their Balanced Fermentation
process. And they re the only American
brewer who does it.
Q; 6. Chill-Lagering is:

J>A^ <^ ^

SJ^
wimout ciotnes.
-ffi. *" *** » *^

c) A new ethnic TV comedy about the
owner of an ice cube factory,
°' 'ne ri9nt waV t0 aS^ beer.
A: (d) When Schlitz ages beer, they age it
cold—very cold—down to 29.5 degrees.
**'s ca M ea Chill-Lagering. And it's what
makes
Schlitz crisp, clean and bright.
mini-brewery
Q: 7. A
is:
a) Hidden in a basement somewhere in

:

c The "Sht u/av to P re*est beer
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